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In this paper I shall study the untwisted affine quantum algebras
 .U s U g and their specialization at « , where « is a primitive lth root ofÃq q
 .unity, with l odd number bigger than 1 bigger than 3 if g s G .2
I concentrate my attention on the study of the contravariant form Hh
defined on the highest weight modules of U , and in particular on theq
Verma modules.
I shall find the highest coefficient b of the determinant det H , whichh h
is the coefficient of K in det H over a suitable integer form of Uparh .h h q
w y1 xand is well defined up to units of C q, q : to this aim I use a PBW basis
 w x.of U see Beck 2 and some properties of H, which allow one to reduceq
the problem to the calculation of the determinant of a triangular matrix.
For the imaginary root vectors a little more work is necessary in order to
give the matrix a triangular form.
I shall then use a ``Casimir'' operator C, which is defined on the highest
weight modules of U and gives conditions for a vector to be primitive seeq
w x. w y1  r yr .y1Tanisaki 23 , to prove that b divides det H in C q, q , q y q ¬ 1h h
 .xF r F max d ¬ i g I , that is, the multiplicity of « in det H is exactly thei 0 h
multiplicity of « in b .h
 .The investigation of the connections between H and the center Z U«
shows that ;h g Q the multiplicity of « in det H gives an upper boundq h
 . qto the dimension of Z U l U . Thus I devote my efforts to looking for« « , h
enough central elements in U : some of them are easily constructed as«
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suitable powers of positive root vectors, while others arise in a natural
fashion from the triangularization of the matrix det H . Comparing theh
total number of central elements thus exhibited with the multiplicity of «
 . qin det H one finds Z U l U .h « «
 .The last step is the complete description of Z U as the tensor product«
 .of its negative, null, and positive parts, that is, Z U is an algebra of«
 .polynomials in infinite variables with the monomials in the null part
inverted and the relations K K s K .a b aqb
I was introduced to the study of quantum groups by Professor Corrado
De Concini, who also suggested that I investigate the untwisted affine case
and aided me with helpful discussions.
1. PRELIMINARIES
1. General Setting
w x w xFor the results of this section see Kac 12 and Bourbaki 4 .
 .   4.Let A s a I s 0, . . . , n be an indecomposable generalizedi, j i, jg I
 .Cartan matrix of untwisted affine type; then 'I ; I with aI s n such0 0
 .that A K a is the Cartan matrix of the simple finite-dimensional0 i, j i, jg I0
 .Lie algebra g associated to the Kac]Moody algebra g A and we can
 4  .suppose I s I _ 0 . Let us denote g A by g.Ã0
 .  .A is symmetrizable, that is, there exists an n q 1 = n q 1 matrix
 .  .D s diag d ¬ i g I with coefficients in Z d ) 0 ; i g I such that DA isi i
  . .symmetric the d 's are always chosen so that g.c.d. d ¬ i g I s 1 . Theni i
 .A defines a symmetric bilinear form ?¬ ? on E K [ R a settingiig I
 .  .a ¬ a K d a ; the restriction of ?¬ ? to E K [ R a is positivei j i i, j 0 iig I0
 .definite, and ker ?¬ ? s Rd where d s a q u and u is the highest root of0
A .0
 .Q will denote the root lattice, that is, Q s [ Za , and of course ?¬ ?iig I
takes values in Z on Q. Let Q K  Na . Q defines a partial orderingq ig I i q
- on E by a G b m a y b g Q .q
  44Recall also that g s [ g ; the root system R K a / 0 ¬ g / 0a g Q a a
re im re of A is R s R j R , where R s R q Zd R is the root system of0 0
. im  4  .  4  .A and R s Zd R 0 s ker ?¬ ? l Q R 0 ; then R s R j yR0 q q
where R K R l Q ; define also Rre K R l Rre and R im K R l R im. Itq q q q q q
Äis useful to introduce an extension R of the set R of positive roots byq q
Ä re im Ä .setting R K R j R = I , that is, R is the set of positive roots withq q q 0 q
Ä  .multiplicity; to each a g R we associate the positive root p a relativeq
Ä reto a , that is, p: R ª R is the identity on R , and the projection on theq q q
im Ä  .first factor on R = I . Given a linear ordering $ of R , Par h andq 0 q
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 .par h are defined to be
Par h K g s g U ? . . . ? U g ¬ p g q . . . qp g s h ; .  .  .  . 41 r 1 r
par h K aPar h . .  .
ÄOf course, a linear ordering $ of R induces the lexicographicalq
 .  .  .linear ordering of D Par h again denoted by $ , which is given byhG 0
g s g U , . . . , U g $ g s g U , . . . , U g . Ä Ä Ä .1 r 1 s
  ..if and only if r - s and g s g ; i F r, or 'k G 1 k F min r, s suchÄi i
Ä 4that g s g ; i - k and g $ g . If x ¬ a g R is a family of elementsÄ Äi i k k a q
Ä  .of U , $ is a linear ordering of R , and g s g U , . . . , U g , I defineq q 1 r
 .  .x g , $ K x ? . . . ? x and x yg , $ K x ? . . . ? x .g g g g1 r r 1
The Weyl group W is the group of isometries of E generated by the
 .  . 2reflections s i g I given by s a K a y a a ; of course, s s id andi i j j i, j i i
 . re  4.  .s Q s Q. Note that R s W a ¬ i g I and w d s d ;w g W. Thei i
Äextended Weyl group W is the semidirect product of W with the group T
 y1 .of the Dynkin diagram automorphisms t s t s s ; i g I, t g T . Thei t  i.
Ä  . length of an element w g W is l w K min r G 0 ¬ 't g T, i , . . . , i g I1 r
4s.t. w s t s ? . . . ? s .i i1 r
There are connections between W and the Weyl group W of A : if0 0
Ï Ï Ï U Ï Ï t Ï :  . .P K [ Zv with v g E , v , a s d and Q s Q A ; P ,0 i i 0 i j i j 0 0 0ig I0
Ï Ï ÏÄthen W s W h Q and W s W h P where, ; x g P , x acts on E by0 0 0 0 0
Ï .  :  .x a K a y x, a d if a g E and x d K d . I recall that if x, y g P ,0 0, q
Ï Ï .  .  . l xy s l x q l y P K  Nv is the set of dominant integer0, q ig I i0
Ï Ï Ï 4weights; I also define P K  m v ¬ m G 0 ; i g I s  v0, qq ig I i i i 0 ig I i0
Ï .qP to be the set of strongly dominant integer weights and that any0, q
Ï y1reduced expression of v starts with t s for some t g T and endsi t 0.
with s .i
I finally recall that the braid group B is defined to be the group
 4generated by T ¬ i g I with relationsi
T s T ; i , j g I s.t. ord s s - ` .i j ji i j
 .where if ord s s - `,i j
T if r oddi
T K T ? . . . ? T with T si j i i i1 ord s s . r  T if r eveni j j
Ä y1 .and that the extended braid group is B K T h B t T t s T .i t  i.
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Ä ÄOf course, W is the quotient of B by the normal subgroup generated by
2 Ä Ä 4T ¬ i g I . Moreover, there exists a unique section T : W ª B such thati
 .  .  .  .T K T i g I and T s T T if l ww s l w q l w , and T ¬ s idÄ Äs i w w w w T TÄ Äi
 w x.see Matsumoto 19 .
2. Definitions
 .  .  .The quantum algebra U s U A s U g of A is the C q -associativeÃq q q
Ä .  4algebra with identity with generators E , F , K , K ¬ i g I and relationsi i i i
Ä Ä Ä y1K K s 1 s K K « K s K ; i g I , .i i i i i i
K K s K Ki j j i
K E s q ai , j E Ki j i j i
K F s qya i , j F K ; i , j g I ,i j i j i
K y Ky1i i
E , F K E F y F E s di j i j j i i j y1q y qi i
1yai , j
r 1 y a r 1ya yri , j i , jy1 E E E s 0 . i j ir qirs0 ; i / j g I ,
1yai , j
r 1 y a r 1ya yri , j i , jy1 F F F s 0 . i j ir qirs0
di w x  m ym.  y1 .where q K q ; i g I, m K ¨ y ¨ r ¨ y ¨ ;m g Z, ¨ gi ¨
 . w x m w x  .C q *, m !K  r ;m g N, ¨ g C q *, and¨ rs1 ¨
w x w xm ? . . . ? m y k q 1¨ ¨m K ;m g Z, k g N, ¨ g C q *. .k w xk !¨ ¨
 w x w x.It is well known see Rosso 20 and Lusztig 18 that there exists a linear
y 0 q   . .isomorphism x : U m U m U ª U x x m y m z K xyz , thatq q q qCq. Cq.
y 0 q q y 0  .is, U s U U U , where U , U , and U are the C q -subalgebras of Uq q q q q q q q
 4  4  "1 4 generated respectively by E ¬ i g I , F ¬ i g I , and K ¬ i g I trian-i i i
. 0  .w "1 xgular decomposition ; moreover, U ( C q K ¬ i g I .q i
It is then possible to define two linear maps p and p of U in theÄ q
following way:
p xE s 0 ; i g I , x g U , and p ¬ y 0 s id y 0 ; .Ä Äi q U U U Uq q q q
p xE s 0 s p F x ; i g I , x g U , and p ¬ 0 s id 0 . .  .i i q U Uq q
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Moreover, U is given a Q-gradation as follows: ;a g Q let U be theq q, a
 .C q -linear span of the vectors of the form
F ? . . . ? F K E ? . . . ? Ei i l j j1 r 1 s
 .with l g Q, a q ? . . . ? q a y a q ? . . . ? q a s a .j j i i1 s 1 r
Then, U s [ U , U 0 ; U , Uq K U l Uq, Uy K U l Uy,q q, a q q, 0 q, a q, a q q, a q, a qa g Q
and
Uqs [ Uq , Uys [ Uy ,q q , a q q , yaa g Q a g Qq q
U s [ Uy U 0 Uq . .q , a q , yb q q , aqbb g Qq
Of course,
id if a s b s 0
y 0 qp ¬ sU U U q , ya q q , b 0 otherwise
and
id if a s 0
y 0 qp ¬ sÄ U U U q q q , a 0 otherwise.
ÄFinally, the extended braid group B acts on U in such a way thatq
T "1 U s U " 1 and T "1 K s K " 1 ;w g W ;a g Q. . .w q , a q , w a . w a w a .
 w x.This action on U is defined see Lusztig 18 byq
T E K yF K , .i i i i
yai , j
ryai , j yr ya yr .  r .i , jT E K y1 q E E E if i / j . . i j i i j i
rs0
T F K yKy1E , .i i i i
yai , j
ryai , j r  r . ya yr .i , jT F K y1 q F F F if i / j . . i j i i j i
rs0
T K K K ;a g Q .i a s a .i
where
Er F ri i r .  r .E K , F K i g I ; .i iw x w xr ! r !q qi i
t E K E , t F K F , t K K K ;t g T , i g I. .  .  .i t  i. i t  i. i t  i.
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I define here an important involution of U , V, such that VU 0 s U 0q q q
and VUqs Uy: V is the C-antilinear antiinvolution of U defined byq q q
V E K F , V F K E , V K K K , V q K qy1 . .  .  .  .i i i i l yl
2 ÄIt is immediate to verify that V s id and that T V s VT ;w g W.w w
3. Bases of Type Poincare]Birkhoff]Witt for UÂ q
w xIn this paragraph, following Beck 1, 2 , I shall introduce a PBW basis of
Uq and recall some of its properties, which shall be needed in theq
following.
1 tÏ Ï Ï  .ÏLet r K  a where R K R A ; it is well known thatÏg Ra 0, q 0 q2 0, q
Ï n Ï Ï Ï Ï Ïr s  v g P ; note that of course 2 r g P lQ .is1 i 0, qq 0, qq 0
ÏChoose a reduced expression s ? . . . ? s of 2 r and define a cyclici i1 N
 .  .sequence i g I by requiring i s i if r ' s mod N .r r s
Then, by setting
s ? . . . ? rs a , if r ) 0 .i i i1 ry1 r
b Kr  s s ? . . . ? s a if r F 0, .i i i i0 y1 rq1 r
 4  4  4we have that b ¬ r ) 0 s ya q md ¬ a g R , m ) 0 and b ¬ r F 0 sr 0, q r
 4  4 re a q md ¬ a g R , m G 0 , so that in particular b ¬ r g Z s R and0, q r q
Ä.b s b m r s s . A linear ordering $ of R is said to be a goodr s q
ordering when b $ b if and only if 0 - r - s or r - s F 0 or r ) 0 G s,r s
 . reand when b $ md , i $ b ; r, m ) 0, s F 0, i g I . For all a g Rr s 0 q
define the root vector E relative to a in the following way:a
T ??? T E if a s b with r ) 0 .i i i r1 ry1 r
E Ka y1 y1 y1 T T ??? T E if a s b with r F 0. .i iy1 i i r0 rq1 r
Then E g Uq ;a g Rre .a q, a q
Moreover, ;m ) 0, i g I , define0
Ä m y1 y2 m y1E s T K F E y q E T K F .  .Ï Ïmd , i. v i i i i i v i ii i
and vectors E in the following way:md , i.
y1 Ä m y1 m1 y q y q E u s exp q y q E u . .  . i i md , i. i i md , i. /
m)0 m)0
Ä qThen E , E g U .md , i. md , i. q, md
In this way we have root vectors E g Uq and F g Uy fora q, pa . a q, ypa .
Ä Ä .each a g R , setting F K V E ;a g R .q a a q
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 w x. qPROPOSITION 1 see Beck 2 . The subalgebra of U generated byq
 4E ¬ m ) 0, i g I is commutati¨ e and all its elements are fixed by T Ïmd , i. 0 v i
; i g I ; it is the algebra of the elements x g Uq such that Ty1Ty1 ? . . . ?0 q i ir ry1y1 . q  . qT x g U ; r ) 0 and T T ? . . . ? T x g U ; r F 0.i q i i i q1 r rq1 0
q  .DEFINITION 2. Denote by U the commutative subalgebra of Uq, im q
 4 ygenerated by E ¬ m ) 0, i g I and by U the subalgebra of Umd , i. 0 q, im q
 4 y  q .generated by F ¬ m ) 0, i g I , that is U s V U .md , i. 0 q, im q, im
Ä Ä 4Remark 3. If $ is a good ordering of R and x ¬ a g R is aq a q
family of elements of U such that x g Uq ;m ) 0, ; i g I orq md , i. q, im 0
y  .  .x g U ;m ) 0, ; i g I , then x g , $ and x yg , $ do notmd , i. q, im 0
 q ydepend on the good ordering $ because U and U are commuta-q, im q, im
.  .  .  .tive subalgebras of U . Then define x g K x g , $ and x yg Kq
Ä .x yg , $ for any good ordering a of R .q
 w x.   .  .4 qTHEOREM 1 see Beck 2 . E g ¬ g g D Par h is a basis of U ;hG 0 q
q  .in particular, dim U s par h ;h g Q.Cq. q, h
Ä w x.PROPOSITION 5 see Beck 2 . If $ is a good ordering of R such thatq
 . .  .m q 1 d , i $ md , j ;m ) 0, ; i, j g I , then the Le¨endorskii]Soibel-0
man formula for the commutation of two positi¨ e root ¨ectors holds: b % a «
E E y qy a b .E E s a E g .b a a b g
 .g% a , b
w y1 xwith a g C q, q .g
  .  .4   .COROLLARY 6. E g ¬ g g D Par h and E yg ¬ g gh G 0
 .4 q w y1 xD Par h are bases of U which generate the same C q, q -subalge-hG 0 q
bra of U .q
I shall now state a slight generalization of Proposition 1.3.1 and Theo-
rem 1.3.4.
 . ZPROPOSITION 7. Let i g I be as defined at the beginning of sectionr
 a.. Z a.1.3 and ;a g Z define i g I setting i K i ; r g Z. Then if oner r rqa
defines the following linear subspaces of Uq:q
 . q .1 U a, q is the span of the ¨ectorsq
mm rm 21
a. a. a. a. a. a.E m , a, q K E T E ? . . . ? T ? . . . ? T E ; .  .  . .i i i i i i1 1 2 1 ry1 r
 . q .2 U a, y is the span of the ¨ectorsq
m ry1 y1 m0
a. a. a. a.E m , a, y K T ? . . . ? T E ? . . . ? E ; .  .  .  . /i i i i0 rq1 r 0
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 . q . q q3 U a, 0 is the subalgebra of U consisting of the elements x of Uq q q
 .y1 .  . qa. a. a. a.such that T ? . . . ? T x and T ? . . . ? T x belong to U ; r ) 0,i i i i q1 r s 0
s F 0;
it follows that
 .   . 4 q .1 E m, a, q ¬ m g [ N is a basis of U a, q ;qZq
 .   . 4 q .2 E m, a, y ¬ m g [ N is a basis of U a, y ;qyN
Ty1 ? . . . ? Ty1 if a G 0i ia 1q3 U a, 0 s T U where T s ; .  .  .q q , im  T ? . . . ? T if a F 0i iaq 1 0
 . q q . q . q .4 U ( U a, q m U a, 0 m U a, y .q q Cq. q Cq. q
< <Proof. The thesis follows easily by induction on a , applying Proposi-
tion 1.3.1, Theorem 1.3.4 and the triangular decomposition of U .q
q  .COROLLARY 8. For all k ) 0, ;E g U T ? . . . ? T E s ef K andq i i g g1 ky y1 y1 . q y;h F 0, ;F g U T ? . . . ? T F s  fK e , where e g U , f g U , eq i i g g q q g0 h
g Uq , f g Uy .q, g g q, yg
 y1 y1.Proof. Define T to be T ? . . . ? T resp. T ? . . . ? T ; then Proposi-i i i i1 k 0 h
 . q tion 1.3.7, with a s k resp. a s h y 1 , implies that each E g U resp.q
y.  .F g U is a linear combination of terms of the form E E resp. F Fq q y y q
 . q   . y.where T E g U resp. T F g U and E is a product of factors ofq q y q y
y1 y1 . the form E K T ? . . . ? T E with 1 F r F k resp. F is a productk , r i i i qk rq1 r
 . .of factors of the form F K T ? . . . ? T F with h F r F 0 . For Eh, r i i i k , rh ry1 r
and F it holds thath, r
T E s yT ? . . . ? T F K s yF K .  .k , r i i i i b b1 ry1 r r r r
and
T F s yTy1 ? . . . ? Ty1 E K s yE K ; .  .h , r i i i i b b0 rq1 r r r r
the claim then follows.
4. Integer Form and Specialization
w y1  r yr .y1  <DEFINITION 1. Let A K C q, q , q y q ¬ 1 F r F max d i gi
.xI . The integer form U of U is the A-subalgebra of U generated by0 A q q
 "1 4E , F , K ¬ i g I .i i i
Remark 2. If one defines Uq, Uy, and U 0 as the A-subalgebras of UA A A q
 4  4  "1 4generated respectively by E ¬ i g I , F ¬ i g I , and K ¬ i g I , thei i i
following results hold:
 . 0 w "1 x1 U s A K ¬ i g IA i
 . y 0 q2 triangular decomposition: U ( U m U m UA A A AA A
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 .3 Q-gradation: U s [ U where U K U l U ; anal-A A, a A, a A q, aa g Q
ogous results hold for Uq and UyA A
Ä .4 U is stable under the action of BA
q Ä .   .  .45 E g U ;a g R and the sets E g ¬ g g Par h anda A q
  .  .4 qE yg ¬ g g D Par h are A-bases of U .hg Q Aq
w y1 x   .  .4More precisely, the C q, q -linear span of E g ¬ g g D Par hhg Qq
w y1 x   .  .4is the same as the C q, q -linear span of E yg ¬ g g D Par hhg Qq
y1 Äqw xand it is a C q, q -subalgebra of U , which will be denoted by U .q q
Ä y1 Äqw xRemark 3. If U is the C q, q -subalgebra of U generated by U ,q q q
Äy Äq "1 Ä Äy Ä0 Äq .  4U K VU , and K ¬ i g I , then U ( U m U m Uy1 y1q q i q q q qCw q, q x Cw q, q x
Ä0 Ä 0 y1w xis V-stable, where U s U l U is the C q, q -subalgebra of U gen-q q q q
erated by
y1K y Ki i"1K , i g I .i y1 5q y qi i
DEFINITION 4. Let « g CU. The specialization of U at « is defined asq
Ä Ä" " .U K U r q y « . The image of U in U is denoted by U .« q q, h « « , h
  .  .4   .  .4Remark 5. The sets E g ¬ g g Par h and E yg ¬ g g Par h are
C-bases of Uq .« , h
 . 2 di  . qRemark 6. 1 If « / 1 ; i g I, U ( U r q y « ; in particular, U« A «
 4is the subalgebra of U generated by E ¬ i g I .« i
 . 2  4 I  .  .2 K s 1 in U and ;d g "1 U r K y d ¬ i g I ( U g , theÃi 1 1 i i
 w x.enveloping algebra of g see De Concini-Kac 6 .Ã
5. Verma Modules
Before defining the Verma modules of U I shall extend the field ofq
 .  .scalars C q to an algebraic closure K of C q .
Setting U K U m K one sees that all the properties and decompo-K q Cq.
sitions valid for U still hold for U .q K
w "1 x w U . I xRemark that K K ¬ i g I s K K .i
 U . I wThen ;w g K one can define a U -module V , called the VermaK
module of highest weight w, in the following way: as a vector space,
w y V ( U I denote 1 by ¨ when it is to be considered as an element ofK w
w. w  y4V : thus V s f¨ ¬ f g U .w K
  .  .4   .  .4In particular, F g ¨ ¬ g g Par h and F yg ¨ ¬ g g Par h are K-w w
w w w Äw w   .  .4bases of V . V , V , and V ; V are generated by F g ¨ ¬ g g Par hq A w
   .  .4.  . w y1 xor equivalently, F yg ¨ ¬ g g Par h over C q , A, or C q, q re-w
spectively.
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w  .  . .Then I define the action of U on V by x. f¨ K p xf w ¨ , whereÄK w w
FK w K K w F ;F g Uy, ;l g Q. .  .  .l l K
Note that V w ( Uy as Uy-modules, where Uy has the structure ofK K K
Uy-module given by left multiplication.K
 .U w wIf w g C q ; i g I, V inherits from V the structure of a U -mod-i q q
r i U w Äw .ule, while if w s d q ; i g I with r g Z, d g C , V resp. V inheritsi i i i A
w Ä .from V the structure of U respectively, U -module. In particular, ifA q
rI I d , r d q d , r 4r g Z and d g "1 , the specialization V of V is well defined; V« 1
 .is a U g -module isomorphic to the Verma module of highest weight r.Ã
I recall that an element ¨ g V w is said to be primitive if ¨ / 0 and
E .¨ s 0 ; i g I.i
6. The Contra¨ariant Form H
w  . w w wThe contravariant form on V is the unique form H : V = V ª K
such that:
 . w .1 H ¨ , ¨ s 1;w w
w w w w .  .  .  .2 H ¨ q ¨ , w s H ¨ , w q H ¨ , w ;¨ , ¨ , w g V andÄ Ä
w . w . w . wH ¨ , w q w s H ¨ , w q H ¨ , w ;¨ , w, w g V ;Ä Ä Ä
 . w . w  . . w3 H x.¨ , w s H ¨ , V x .w ;¨ , w g V , ; x g U .K
H w has the following properties:
 . w < w wi H s 0 if h / h;ÄV =Vyh yhÄ
 . w  . wii ker H is the unique maximal graded U -submodule of V ;K
 . w w  4iii ker H l V / 0 m there exists a g Q with 0 - a F hyh
and a primitive vector ¨ g V w ;ya
w Ä Ä .  .   . . .iv H f¨ , f¨ s p V f f w .w w
y y "1 Ä Äw x  .   . .Hence, defining H: U = U ª K K ¬ i g I as H f , f K p V f f ,K K i
H w is the evaluation at w of H.
Of course, H ¬ y y s 0 if h / h; H will denote the restriction ofÄU =U hK , yh K , yhÄ
H to Uy = Uy .K , yh K , yh
7. The ‘‘Casimir’’ Operator C
w xFor the results of this section see Tanisaki 23 .
Recall that U is a Hopf algebra with comultiplication D, counit e , andK
antipode S defined by:
D E K E m 1 q K m E , D F K 1 m F q F m Ky1 , .  .i i i i i i i i
D K K K m K ; i g I ; .i i i
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e E K 0, e F K 0, e K K 1 ; i g I ; .  .  .i i i
S E K yKy1E , S F K yF K , S K K Ky1 ; i g I. .  .  .i i i i i i i i
 . 0 q y 0Then there exists a unique bilinear form ?, ? : U U = U U ª K suchK K K K
that:
1 x , y y s D x , y m y ; x g U 0 Uq, y , y g UyU 0 ; .  .  . .1 2 1 2 K K 1 2 K K
2 x x , y s x m x , D y ; x , x g U 0 Uq, y g UyU 0 ; .  .  . .1 2 2 1 1 2 K K K K
3 K , K s qy l ¬ m . ;l, m g Q; .  .l m
4 K , F s 0 s E , K ; i g I , l g Q; .  .  .l i i l
di j
5 E , F s ; i , j g I. .  .i j y1q y qi i
 .This bilinear form is such that x, y s 0 if x g U , y g U andK , h K , yhÄ
h / h.Ä
 . q yMoreover, the restriction of ?, ? to U = U is nondegenerate.K , h K , yh
An operator C on the highest weight modules analogous to the Cas-
imir operator can be defined in the following way: Let h g Q and letq
C K parh . x m y g Uq m Uy be the canonical element of theh is1 i i K , h K , yh
 .   . .q yform ?, ? ¬ that is, x , y s d .U =U i j i jK , h K , yh
parh .  .Then the expression C K   S y x is a well defined opera-hg Q is1 i iq
w  U . Itor on each V with w g K . Moreover, C is such that
 .  . w1 C ¨ s ¨ if ¨ g V is a primitive vector;
 . y2 22 CE s K E C and CF s F K C ; i g I; more generally, if wei i i i i i
U  :define r g E by r, a K d ; i g I, thenÃ Ã i i
2 rÃ, a :y a ¬ a . yCf s q f K C ; f g U .a a 2 a a K , ya
8. The Classification of the Untwisted Affine Dynkin Diagrams
I shall recall the classification of the untwisted affine Dynkin diagrams
 .and of the related finite Dynkin diagrams giving an identification be-
 4tween I and 0, 1, . . . , n .
In the untwisted affine type list I have written near each vertex the
 4number i g I s 0, 1, . . . , n ; in the finite type list I have written near each
 4vertex i g I s 1, . . . , n the number r such that  r a s u , where u0 i ig I i i0
 . w xis the highest root of A that is, d s a q  r a ; see Kac 12 .0 0 ig I i i0
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Untwisted affine type Finite type




1.  .? ? ??? ? ? A n ) 1 A ? ? ??? ? ?n n
n1 2 ny1 1 1 1 1
? 0
1.  .? ¥ ? ? ??? ? ? ? B n ) 2 B ? ¥ ? ? ??? ? ?n n
n1 2 3 ny2 ny1 2 2 2 2 1
1.  .? « ? ? ??? ? ? ¥ ? C n ) 1 C ? « ? ? ??? ? ?n n
n1 2 3 ny1 0 1 2 2 2 2
? 1 ? 0 ? 1
1.  .? ? ? ??? ? ? ? D n ) 3 D ? ? ? ??? ? ?n n
n2 3 4 4 ny2 ny1 1 2 2 2 1
? 0
? 1 ? 2
1.? ? ? ? ? E E ? ? ? ? ?6 6
2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 2 1
? 1 ? 2
1.? ? ? ? ? ? ? E E ? ? ? ? ? ?7 7
0 2 3 4 5 6 7 2 3 4 3 2 1
? 1 ? 3
1.? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? E E ? ? ? ? ? ? ?8 8
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 0 2 4 6 5 4 3 2
1.? ? ¥ ? ? ? F F ? ? ¥ ? ?4 4
1 2 3 4 0 2 4 3 2
1.? ² ? ? G G ? ² ?2 2
1 2 0 3 2
2. THE DETERMINANT OF THE CONTRAVARIANT FORM
1. Some General Facts
Remark 1. In order to work with the contravariant form H I recall that
; x , y g U y, H x , y K p V x y , .  . .q
and that for p the following rules hold:
 . 0 01 p ¬ s id ;U Uq q
 .  .2 p U s 0 ;a / 0;q, a
 .  .3 if x g [ U or y g [ U then p xy s0;q, ya q, aa g Q R 04 a g Q R 04q q
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 . 0  .  .  .  .4 if x g U , y g U then p xy s xp y and p yx s p y x,q q
that is, p is a homomorphism of two-sided U 0-modules;q
 .  .5 if x g U , y g U , and l g Q then p xK yq , a q , b l
l ¬ b .  . y l ¬ a .  .   .  .s q K p xy s q K p xy in particular, p xK y s p xy s 0l l l
.if a q b / 0 .
 .I indicate with det H the determinant of H x, y , which is theh h
 .  .  .w "1 xpar h = par h matrix with coefficients in C q K ¬ i g I given byi
 .  .   .4   .4H x, y K H x , y where x ¬ g g Par h and y ¬ g g Par h areh g , g h g g g gÄ Ä
y1 Äyw xC q, q -bases of U .q, yh
Of course, if defined thus, det H depends on the chosen bases, but theh
following result holds:
w y1 xPROPOSITION 2. det H is determined up to units of C q, q .h
  ..  .Moreo¨er V det H x, x s det H x, x .h h
w "1 x Hence, det H g A K ¬ i g I is an V-stable polynomial independenth i
 4 .of x uniquely determined up to a nonzero real multiple.g g g Parh .
Proof. It follows immediately from the fact that the determinant of a
Äy y1w xmatrix of change of basis in U is a unit in C q, q and from the factq, h
that Vp s p V.
LEMMA 3. Let a g Q; then
x g Uq , y g Uy ,« p xy s a K with a g C q . .  .q , a q , ya b b b
yaFbFa
More generally if x g Uq , y g Uy ; i and g s r g , g s r gÄ Äi q, g i q, yg is1 i is1 iÄi i
then x y ? . . . ? x y s M f K e where ; i e g U Xq and f g U Xq with1 1 r r is1 i j i i q, g i q, ygÄi i i
X X  X X.g y g F j F g y g note that g y g s g y g .Ä Äi i i i i
Proof. It follows from the relations among the generators of U .q
COROLLARY 4.
det H s a K with a g A.h a a a
 .  .ypar h hFaFpar h h
 .  .Proof. Lemma 2.1.3 implies that H is a par h = par h matrix withh
coefficients of the form  a K . The thesis follows.yh F a Fh a a
m < 4Remark 5. Recall that I am looking for max m g N q y « det H . . h
The strategy I will follow will be to prove that
m m
< <max m g N q y « a s max m g N q y « det H .  . 5  5parh .h h
m < 4and to find max m g N q y « a , where a is the coefficient . parh .h parh .h
of K in det H .parh .h h
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DEFINITION 6. The highest coefficient of det H is the elementh
b K a g Ah parh .h
where det H s  a K ; b K parh . is called the highest term of det H .h a a a h h h
m  .PROPOSITION 7. There exists m ) 0 such that det H ¬ P o¨er C qh h
where
a ¬ a .y2 rÃ, a :P s K y q . .h 2 a
0-aFh
 .  . yProof. Thanks to 1.6 iii if det H w s 0 ' f g U such that f.¨ ish q, ya w
w  .a primitive vector of V with 0 - a F h , so that
2 rÃ, a :y a ¬ a .f¨ s Cf¨ s q fK C¨w w 2 a w
2 rÃ, a :y a ¬ a . 2 rÃ, a :y a ¬ a .s q fK ¨ s q K w f¨ ; .2 a w 2 a w
2 rÃ, a :y a ¬ a . a ¬ a .y2 rÃ, a : .hence q K w s 1, that is, w is a root of K y q .2 a 2 a
This implies that any irreducible factor of det H divides K qh 2 a
a ¬ a .y2 r , a :Ã  .yq for some a ) 0 a F h and the claim follows.
PROPOSITION 8. If b / 0 thenh
det Hh y1 "1g C q , q , K ¬ i g I .ibh
w "1 x  .w "1 xProof. It is clear that det H g A K ¬ i g I ; C q K ¬ i g I ;h i i
 .w "1 xProposition 2.1.7 means that 'Q g C q K ¬ i g I such thath i
m y1 "1Q det H s P g C q , q K ¬ i g I .h h h i
 . w y1 xMoreover, since C q is the quotient field of C q, q , the Gauss lemma
 .U y1 w y1 "1implies that 'c g C q such that cQ , c det H g C q, q , K ¬ i gh h i
xI ; now the leading coefficients of det H and Q are respectively b andh h h
y1  m . y1  y1 .y1 y1b because P is monic , hence cb and cb s c b bothh h h h h
w y1 xbelong to C q, q ; in particular,
y1 y1 y1 y1 "1b det H s cb c det H g C q , q , K ¬ i g I .h h h h i
COROLLARY 9. For all h g Q such that b / 0,h
m m
max m g N q y « b s max m g N q y « det H . .  . 5  5h h
I am now reduced to investigating b ;h g Q .h q
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Remark 10. Note that, thanks to Lemma 2.1.3, b is the determinant ofh
the matrix of the coefficients of K in the entries of H . The strategy is toh h
reduce this matrix to an upper triangular matrix.
PROPOSITION 11. Suppose there exist
y1 Äq Äy . w x  4  41 C q, q -bases x and y of U and Ug g g Parh . g g g Parh . q, h q, yh
respecti¨ ely;
 .  4 y2 a linearly independent set z ; U ;g g g Parh . q, yh
 .  .3 a linear ordering $ of Par h
satisfying the property
;g , g g Par h g % g « p x z s a K ; .  .Ä Ä g g j jÄ
yhFj-h
 .y1  .then b s det A  a , where a is the coefficient of K in p x zh g g Parh . g g h g g
 .  .  .and A is the in¨ertible par h = par h matrix with coefficients in C q such
 .that z K  A y ;g g Par h .g g g , g gÄ Ä Ä
Proof. The hypothesis means that the matrix of the coefficients of Kh
 .in the entries of H x, z is upper triangular; its determinant is then theh
product of its diagonal terms; but it is the highest coefficient of
det H x , A y s det H x , y tA . .h g g , j jÄ / /
j  .g , ggPar hÄ
which is b det A.h
From now on my efforts will be devoted to looking for bases satisfying
the hypothesis of Proposition 2.1.11.
q y DEFINITION 12. Given two elements x g U , y g U a , b gq, a q, yb
.  .Q , the pair x, y is said to give no contribution to the highest term ifq
w x q  4 y  4 x, y s  f K e where e g U R 0 and f g U R 0 for alli j i i q, a  i. i q, yb  i.i
 .  . .  .  .  .ia i y b i s a y b with j - a y a i s b y b i ) 0 ; i.i
q y  .PROPOSITION 13. Let x g U and y g U be such that x, y gi¨ esq, a q, yb
no contribution to the highest term, and let h g Q .q
Then ; x , . . . , x , y , . . . , y such that x g Uq and y g Uy , with1 r 1 r i q, g i q, ygÄi i
 Xw x Y .h s a q  g s b q  g , we ha¨e that p z x, y z s  a K whereÄi i i i j -h j j
zX s x y ? . . . ? x y and zY s x y ? . . . ? x y .1 1 s s sq1 sq1 r r
Proof. It follows from Lemma 2.1.3.
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ÄPROPOSITION 14. Suppose gi¨ en a linear ordering $ of R and,q
Ä q y;a g R , elements x g U and y g U such that ;a % bq a q, pa . a q, ypa .
Ä . w xx , y gi¨ es no contribution to the highest term, and ;a g R , x , y ga b q a a
U 0.q
 .Then ;h g Q ;g , g g Par hÄq
g % g « p x g y g s a K . .Ä Ä .  / j j
yhFj-h
Proof. By induction on h, the case h s a for some i g I beingi
obvious.
 .  .  .Let g s g , . . . , g , g s g , . . . , g g Par h be such that g % g . ThenÄ Ä Ä Ä1 r 1 s
U  . U  .   U .if g K g , . . . , g and g K g , . . . , g that is g s g , g and g sÄ Ä Ä Ä2 r 2 s 1
 U ..g , g ,Ä Ä1
p x g y g . Ä . /
U Us p x g y y g s p x g , y y g .  .Ä Ä .  . /  /g gÄ Ä1 1
r
Uw xs p x ? . . . ? x x , y x ? . . . ? x y gÄ .  /g g g g g gÄ1 ky1 k 1 kq1 r
ks1
r








Us p x ? . . . ? x y g a K q lower termsÄ .  /g g g pg .Ä Ä2 r 1 1
ks1
g sgÄk 1
s ap x g U y g U K q lower terms, . Ä . / pg .Ä1
where ``lower terms'' stands for ``terms of lower degree than K '' andh
U U   ..a s 0 if g % g ; if g s g then g % g g Par h y p g and theÄ Ä Ä1 1 1 1 1
claim follows by the inductive hypothesis.
2. The Vectors E with a g Rrea q
Ä .In this section my efforts will be devoted to looking for x , y a g Ra a q
satisfying the properties of Proposition 2.1.14.
Ä qOf course, since ;a g R I have elements E g U and F gq a q, pa . a
Uy , I start the investigation from these vectors.q, ypa .
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PROPOSITION 1. For all a g Rre ,q
K y Ky1a aw xE , F s ,a a y1q y qa a
where q K q da is defined setting d K d , with i such that 'w g W such thata a i
 .w a s a ; d , and hence q , are well defined; that is, they do not dependi a a
on i.
Proof. There exist w g W, i g I s.t.
E s T "1 E , F s T "1 F , K s T "1 K , q s q . .  .  .a w i a w i a w i a i
Ä Ä 4  4In what follows, I want to prove that E ¬ a g R , F ¬ a g R area q a q
``near'' to satisfying the hypothesis of Proposition 2.1.14 with respect to a
Ägood ordering $ of R .q
 .PROPOSITION 2. Let h, k g Z be such that b % b ; then E , F gi¨ esh k b bh k
no contribution to the highest term.
Proof. Recall that b % b means either h ) k ) 0 or 0 G h ) k orh k
h F 0 - k. Let w and T be defined by
s ? . . . ? s if k ) 0 T if k ) 0i i w1 kw K T K y1 s ? . . . ? s if k F 0 T if k F 0.i i wh 0
Remark that
 . y1 . q y1 . y1 T E g U if k ) 0 and T F g U if k F 0;b q b qh k
 . y1 . y1 . y1 .2 T F s T F s yE K if k ) 0 and T E sb i i i i bk k k k k h
 .T E s yF K if k F 0;i i i ih h h h
 .  .  .3 T K s K if k ) 0 and T K s K if k F 0.i yb i ybk k h h
w x w y1 . y1 .xThen E , F s T T E , T F sb b b bh k h k
T E K with E g Uq if k ) 0 . yb qk
y T F K with F g U if k F 0, . yb qh
and, thanks to Corollary 1.3.8,
ef K if k ) 0 g gyb kE , F sb bh k  fK e if k F 0, gyb gh
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with e g Uq, f g Uy , and 0 F g - b if k ) 0, and f g Uy, e g Uq ,q g q, yg k q g q, g
0 F g - b if k F 0.h
This immediately implies the thesis, using Lemma 2.1.3 in the case
k ) 0.
ÄPROPOSITION 3. If a , b g R are such that a is real and b is not or ¨iceq
 .¨ersa, then a % b « E , F gi¨ es no contribution to the highest term.a b
Proof. Suppose that the real root among a and b is b with r g Z,r
s  .and let T K T where Ns G r if r ) 0 that is, b s b and Ns - r ifÏ2 r r
 .r F 0 that is, b s a . Hencer
y1 y1E , F s T T E , T F .  .a b a b
y1¡T E , T F if r ) 0 .a b r~s
y1¢T T E , F if r F 0. .b br
Now
Ty1 F s yTy1 ? . . . ? Ty1 E K s yTy1 ? . . . ? Ty1 E K .  .  .b i i i i i i i ir Ns rq1 r r 0 rq1yNs ryNs ryNs
s yE K and T K s K if r ) 0 .b b b ybry Ns ryNs ryNs r
and
Ty1 E s yT ? . . . ? T F K s yT ? . . . ? T F K .  .  .b i i i i i i i ir Nsq1 ry1 r r 1 ryNsy1 ryNs ryNs
s yF K and T K s K if r F 0. .b b b ybry Ns ryNs ryNs r
w y1 .x y1 . q w y1 . x y1 .Then E , T F T K g U if r ) 0 and T E , F T Ka b b q b b br r r r
g Uy if r F 0.q
q  .But, by Corollary 1.3.8, if r ) 0 then ;E g U T E s eK f withq j j
y y  . qf g U while if r F 0 then ;F g U T F s  fK e with e g U .j q, yj q j j j q, j
w x yHence E , F s eK f with f g U , 0 F j - b if r ) 0 anda b jyb j j q, yjr
w x qE , F s  fK e with e g U , 0 F j - a if r F 0.a b jyb j j q, jr
The claim follows, using Lemma 2.1.3 in the case r ) 0, from the fact
that
j y b s j y b - 0 - b y j if r ) 0r
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and
j y b s j y a - 0 - a y j if r F 0.r Ä im .COROLLARY 4. 1 If a , b g R are not both in R = I , then a % bq q 0
 .« E , F gi¨ es no contribution to the highest term;a b
 . re q2 if a g R and X g U then either a s b with r ) 0 andq q, im r
 .X, F gi¨ es no contribution to the highest term or a s b with r F 0 anda r
  ..E , V X gi¨ es no contribution to the highest term.a
Proof. It follows from Propositions 2.2.2, 2.2.3, and 2.1.13.
3. The Vectors Emd , i.
I start this paragraph with the following important remark:
yÄRemark 1. Corollary 2.2.4 implies that if ;a g R 'F g U andq a q, ypa .
Äa good ordering $ of R with the propertiesq
re .1 ;a g R F K F ;q a a
 .  .2 ;m ) 0 ; i g I , F belongs to the C q -linear span of0 md , i.
 4F ¬ j g I ;md , j. 0
 .  43 ;m ) 0 F ¬ i g I is a linearly independent set;md , i. 0
im 0 . w x4 ;a g R = I , E , F g U ;q 0 a a q
im .  .5 ;a % b g R = I , E , F gives no contribution to the highestq 0 a b
term;
Ä Ä 4  4then E ¬ a g R , F ¬ a g R , and $ satisfy the conditions of Propo-a q a q
  .  .4sition 2.1.14, while thanks to Proposition 2.1.14, E g ¬ g g Par h ,
  .  .4   .  .4F g ¬ g g Par h , F g ¬ b g Par h , and $ satisfy the conditions of
Proposition 2.1.11.
At this point I restrict my attention to looking for elements F as inmd , i.
remark 2.3.1.
To this aim I recall some important commutation rules. In the following,
 4  .  .o will denote a map o: I ª "1 such that o i o j s y1 if a - 0.0 i, j
 w x.PROPOSITION 2 see Beck 1 . For all i, j g I , ;m ) 0, ; r g Z,0
w xmai , j qm iyr yrymT E , E s y o i o j T E , .  . . .  .Ï Ïv j md , i. v jj jm
w xmai , j qm ir y1 rqm y1E , T yK F s y o i o j T yK F . .  . .Ï Ï .  .md , i. v j j v j jj jm
 w x.PROPOSITION 3 see Beck 1 . For all i, j g I ; r, s ) 0,0
w xra K y Ki , j qr rd yrdiE , F s d o i o j . .  . . rd , i.  sd , j. r s y1r q y qj j
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4. Triangularization of Hh
The commutation formulas between E and F show that there is rd , i.  sd , j.
im im  .no ordering $ on R = I such that ;a % b g R = I E , F givesq 0 q 0 a b
no contribution to the highest term.
w x 0However, the same formulas prove that E , x g U ; x in the rd , i. q
 .  4 w x  .C q -linear span of F ¬ j g I and E , x s 0 ; x in the C q -sub- rd , j. 0  rd , i.
 4algebra of U generated by F ¬ j g I , s / r .q  sd , j. 0
So it makes sense to look for elements F satisfying the conditions ofa
reRemark 2.3.1, requiring F to be F if a g R and F to be a lineara a q md , i.
 .combination with coefficients in C q of the F 's with j g I other-md , j. 0
wise.
w x  .Note that ; r / s E , F s 0, whatever F is in the C q -lin- rd , i.  sd , j.  sd , j.
 4ear span of F ¬ k g I ; thus the condition for the properties stated in sd , k . 0
Remark 2.3.1 to be satisfied depends only on the ordering relation be-
im  .  .tween a and b g R = I when p a s p b and it is independent ofq 0
 .  .the choice of a $ b or a % b when p a / p b . This means that if I
 .  .call $ the ordering of I given by i $ j m md , i $ md , j , thism 0 m
 4condition depends only on $ ¬ m ) 0 . For sake of simplicity I look for am
Ägood ordering $ of R such that $ does not depend on m. For abuseq m
of notation I denote again $ by $ .m
 4  .Note also that F ¬ i g I is an independent set in the C q -linearmd , i. 0
 4 m.span of F ¬ j g I if and only if there exists an invertible matrix Amd , j. 0
 .with coefficients in C q such that
m.F s A F ; i g I .md , i. i j md , j. 0
jgI0
m.  .The matrices A 's give rise to matrices A h ;h g Q which mapq
F g ¬ g g Par h into F g ¬ g g Par h .  .  .  . 4  5
that is
F g s A h F g ;g g Par h . .  .  .Äg , g  .Ä
 .ggPar hÄ
  ..y1Hence, thanks to Proposition 2.1.11, b s det A h  a whereh g g parh . g
  .  ..  . a is the coefficient of K in p E g F g ;g g Par h it is obvious thatg h
 . .  m. 4A h is invertible . Hence it is good to look for A ¬ m ) 0 in such a
 .   . .way that det A h can be easily calculated for instance A h is triangular .
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In particular, the following lemma holds:
m.  .LEMMA 1. If A is upper triangular ;m ) 0, then A h is upper
 .  .  .triangular ;h g Q ; moreo¨er, ;g s g , . . . , g g Par h , A h sq 1 r g , g
 r a whereis1 g i
1 if g g Rrei q
a Kg m.i  A if g s md , j . .j j i
 . rIn particular, det A h s   a .gsg , . . . , g .g Parh . is1 g1 r i
 .Proof. I define on Par h a relation R in the following way: if g s
Ä .  .  4  4g , . . . , g , g s g , . . . , g , then g Rg m 'k g 1, . . . , r , k g 1, . . . , sÄ Ä Ä Ä1 r 1 s
 .  . m. such that g s md , i , g s md , j , A / 0, and g , . . . , g , g ,ÄÄk k i j 1 ky1 kq1
.  .  .. . . , g s g , . . . , g , g , . . . , g in particular r s s .Ä Ä Ä ÄÄ Är 1 ky1 kq1 s
 .I will also write g R g , g g to stress the dependence on g and g .Ä Ä ÄÄ Äk k k k
 .  re4  re4Note that A h / 0 if and only if a i ¬ g f R s a i ¬ g f R s tÄg , g i q i qÄ
 4  re4and there exists a bijection s g S such that, if i , . . . , i s i ¬ g f Rt 1 t i q
Ä Ä re 4  4  .  .and i , . . . , i s i ¬ g f R , then p g s p g ; r s 1, . . . , t andÄ ÄÄ1 t i q i is  r . r0 .  t .  . 0 .  t .'g , . . . , g g Par h such that g s g , g s g andÄ
 ry1.  .  r .g R g , g g ; r s 1, . . . , t. Note that s can be chosen in such aÄÄi ir s  r .
 . y1 .way that if s - s r and g s g then s s - r.Ä ÄÄ Äi is s  r .
Hence it suffices to prove that g Rg « g U g . But this is anÄ Ä
m.  .  .immediate consequence of the fact that A / 0 « md , i U md , j .i j
 .To conclude note that if A h / 0 and s g S is as above, theng , g t
t m .r .  .s s id, so that A h s  A where g s m d , u .g , g rs1 u , u i r rr r r
PROPOSITION 2. Let $ be the ordering of I induced by the bijection0
 4 I ª 1, . . . , n gi¨ en in the classification of the Dynkin diagrams which0
 4  .means that r $ s m r - s in N, that is ;m ) 0, ; r, s g 1, . . . , n , md , r
 . .$ md , s m r - s : see Section 1.8.
Then ;m ) 0 the condition that there exist linearly independent elements
 .  4F in the C q -linear span of F ¬ s G r such that, if s ) r,md , r . md , s.
w x   .E , F s 0 hence in particular E , F gi¨ es no con-md , s. md , r . md , s. md , r .
.tribution to the highest term is equi¨ alent to the existence of a solution of the
system
Xm. Xm.
m) A a ¬ a s 0 ; i ) j g I with A / 0 ; j g I . .  . qj , k i k 0 j , j 0
kGj
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 4Proof. Let m ) 0 be fixed and identify I with 1, . . . , n . The condition0
 .  4that F belongs to the C q -linear span of F ¬ k G j is equiva-md , j. md , k .
m.  .  .lent to the existence of A g C q k G j such that F sj, k md , j.
m.  4 A F s 0, and the condition that F ¬ j g I is a linearlyk G j j, k md , k . md , j. 0
independent set means that ; j g I Am. / 0.0 j, j
Finally, using Proposition 2.3.3,
m.E , F s A E , Fmd , i. md , j. j , k md , i. md , k .
kGj
m
o i K y K . md ymdm m.w xs o k A ma . qj , k i , k y1im q y qk kkGj
m w xo i m K y K . q md ymdXm.
ms A a ¬ a . qj , k i k y1 /w xm d q y qqi kGj
where
m m.o k A . j , kXm.A s .j , k w xd qk
w xHence the condition E , F s 0 ; i ) j means thatmd , i. md , j.
Xm.
mA a ¬ a s 0 ; i ) j g I . . qj , k i k 0
kGj
Xm. m.Of course, A s 0 m A s 0 and the thesis is proved.j, k j, k
 Xm.4  .From now on A will be denote a solution of ) .j, k
PROPOSITION 3. If i G j g I are such that ; r ) i the Dynkin diagram0
  . 4restricted to k g I ¬ k G j and a ¬ a / 0 is either ? } ? } ? if0 r k
rry1 rq1
Xm. w x Xm.m dr - n or ? } ? if r s n, then A s n y i q 1 A .ij, i q j, n
nny1
 .  .Proof. First note that if i, j satisfies the hypothesis, then r, j also
 .does ; r G i r g I . I use induction on n y i:0
 .i if i s n the thesis is obvious;
 .ii let i s n y 1; then
Xm. Xm. Xm.
m mw x w xm0 s A a ¬ a s yA d q A 2 d . q qqj , k n k j , ny1 n j , n n
kGj
and the thesis follows, noting that d s d s d andn ny1 i
w x m2 d qi
m dw xs 2 ;iq
mw xd qi
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 .iii let i - n y 1; then
Xm.
m0 s A a ¬ a . qj , k iq1 k
kGj
Xm.w x m Xm. w x m Xm. w x ms yA d q A 2 d y A dq q qj , i iq1 j , iq1 iq1 j , iq2 iq1
w x m Xm. w x m d Xm. Xm.s d yA q 2 A y Aiq /qi j , i j , iq1 j , iq2
because d s d . Henceiq1 i
Xm. w x m d Xm. Xm.A s 2 A y Aiqj , i j , iq1 j , iq2
w x m d w x m d w x m d Xm. w x m d Xm.s 2 n y i y n y i y 1 A s n y i q 1 A .i i i i .q q q qj , n j , n
 . 2PROPOSITION 4. If i G j g I are such that i q 1, j g I satisfies the0 0
 .condition of Proposition 2.4.3 and i, j does not, and if moreo¨er
 4  4k G j ¬ a / 0 s i , i q 1, i q 2k , iq1
then
w x m d Xm. w x m d Xm.ya A s n y i q 1 A .iq 1iq1 qqiq1, i j , i j , n
Proof.
Xm.
m0 s A a ¬ a . qj , k iq1 k
kGj
Xm. Xm.
m ms A a ¬ a q A a ¬ a .  .q qj , i iq1 i j , iq1 iq1 iq1
Xm.
mq A a ¬ a . qj , iq2 iq1 iq2
w x m Xm.w x m d Xm. w x m d Xm.s d A a q A 2 y A .iq 1iq1 q /q q /iq1 j , i iq1, i j , iq1 j , iq2
Hence
w x m d Xm. w x m d w x m d w x m d Xm.ya A s 2 n y i y n y i y 1 Aiq 1 iq1 iq1iq1  .q q qqiq1, i j , i j , n
w x m d Xm.s n y i q 1 A ,iq 1q j , n
which is the thesis.
PROPOSITION 5. If i g I is such that0
 4  4k g I ¬ a / 0 s 1, i , i q 1, i q 20 iq1, k
then ; j F i
w x m w x m Xm.j y 1 n y i A if 1 - j F iq q 1, nXm.
mw xi A sq 1, j Xm. mw xn A if j s 1.q 1, n
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Proof. Note that if i g I is as stated then d s 1 ; j and the Dynkin0 j
 .diagram is simply laced; moreover, i q 1, 1 satisfies the condition of
Proposition 2.4.3. So
Xm. Xm. Xm. Xm. Xm.
mw xm0 s A a ¬ a s yA y A q A 2 y A , . q q1, k iq1 k 1, 1 1, i 1, iq1 1, iq2
kgI0
hence
Xm. Xm. Xm. w x m Xm.A q A s A 2 y Aq1, 1 1, i 1, iq1 1, iq2
w x m w x m w x m Xm.s 2 n y i y n y i y 1 A .q q q 1, n
w x m Xm.s n y i q 1 A .q 1, n
 4   .On the other hand, if 1 - j F i k g I ¬ a / 0 s k g I ¬ a ¬ a g0 k , j 0 k j
 44  4  4y1, 2 s j y 1, j, j q 1 R 1 , so that
Xm.0 s A a ¬ a . m 1, k j k q
kgI0
Xm. Xm.s 1 y d A a ¬ a q A a ¬ a .  .  .m mj2 1, jy1 j jy1 1, j j jq q
Xm.q A a ¬ a . m1, jq1 j jq1 q
Xm. w x m Xm. Xm.s y 1 y d A q 2 A y A . . qj2 1, jy1 1, j 1, jq1
This is equivalent to saying that
w x m Xm. Xm. w x m Xm.2 A s A s n y 2 Aq q1, 2 1, 3 1, n
if i s 2
Xm. Xm. Xm. mw xA q A s n y 1 Aq1, 1 1, 2 1, n
¡ Xm. Xm.mw x2 A s Aq 1, 2 1, 3
Xm. Xm. Xm.~ mw x if i s 3.A q A s n y 2 Aq1, 1 1, 3 1, n
Xm. Xm. Xm. Xm. Xm.¢ m m mw x w x w xA s 2 A y A s 2 A y n y 3 Aq q q1, 2 1, 3 1, 4 1, 3 1, n
Thus, if i s 2,
w x m Xm. w x m Xm.2 A s n y 2 Aq q1, 2 1, n
Xm. Xm. m mw x w x2 A s n Aq q1, 1 1, n
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while, if i s 3,
¡ Xm. Xm.m m mw x w x w x3 A s 2 n y 3 Aq q q1, 3 1, n
Xm. Xm.~ m mw x w x3 A s n y 3 Aq q1, 2 1, n
Xm. Xm. Xm.¢ m m m m m mw x w x w x w x w x w x3 A s 3 n y 2 y 2 n y 3 A s n A .q q q q q q1, 1 1, n 1, n
and this is the thesis.
Xm. w x Xm.5mPROPOSITION 6. Suppose g s F ; then A s 2 A .4 1, 1 q 1, 4
Proof.
Xm.
m0 s A a ¬ a . q1, k 2 k
kG1
Xm. Xm. Xm.
m m ms A a ¬ a q A a ¬ a q A a ¬ a .  .  .q q q1, 1 2 1 1, 2 2 2 1, 3 2 3
Xm. w x m Xm. w x m Xm.s yA q 2 A y 2 A ;q q1, 1 1, 2 1, 3
hence
Xm. w x m Xm. Xm. w x m w x 2 m w x 2 m Xm.A s 2 A y A s 2 3 y 2 A . .q q q q1, 1 1, 2 1, 3 1, 4
w x m w x m Xm.s 2 ? 3 y 2 ? 2 A .q q 1, 4
q6 m y qy6 m y q4 m q qy4 m
Xm. Xm.5m y5ms A s q q q A . .1, 4 1, 4m ymq y q
 Xm.4  .  .THEOREM 7. A solution A m ) 0 of the system ) and thei, j jG i
elements
Xm.m.c K A a ¬ a . mi i j i j q
jGi
are gi¨ en by:
1. Xm. w x mA : A s n y k q 1 ;k G jqn j , k
m. mw xc s n y i q 2 ; iqi
ny jXm.1. 2 m mw x w xB : A s n y k q 1 2 ;k G jq qn j , k
ny iq1¡ 2 m mw x w xn y i q 2 2 if i ) 1q qm. ~c si ny1¢ m m2 ny1.w x w x2 2 if i s 1q q
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w x mn y k q 1 if k G j ) 1 or k s j s 1qXm.1.C : A sn j , k  m mw x w xn y k q 1 2 if k ) j s 1q q
w x mn y i q 2 if i ) 1qm.c si  m mnq1.w x w x2 2 if i s 1q q
w x m¡ n y k q 1 if k G j ) 1 or k s j s 1q
Xm.1. ~ m mw x w xn y k q 1 2 if k ) j q 1 s 2D : A s q qn j , k ¢ mw xn y 2 if k s 2, j s 1q
w x mn y i q 2 if i ) 1qm.c si  m mny1.w x w x2 2 if i s 1q q
w x m¡ n y k q 1 if k G j ) 1 or k s j s 1q
Xm.1. ~ m mw x w xk y 1 n y 3 if j s 1 - k - 4E : A s q qn j , k ¢ m mw x w xn y k q 1 3 if j s 1, k G 4q q
w x m¡ n y i q 2 if i ) 1q
m 3ny4.mw x w x9 y n 2q qm. ~ if i s 1, n s 6, 7c si
2 ny4.mw x2 q¢ m 7m mw x w x w x2 2 y 3 if i s 1, n s 8q q q
4y j¡ 2 m mw x w x5 y k 2 if k G j ) 1q q
2Xm.1. ~ m 5mF : A s w x w x2 2 if k s j s 1q q4 j , k
2¢ 2 m mw x w x5 y k 2 if k ) j s 1q q
5y i¡ 2 m mw x w x6 y i 2 if i ) 2q q
2
m 5mw x w x2 2 if i s 2q qm. ~c si
9 mw x2 q2
mw x2 if i s 1q¢ 3mw x2 q
w x 3m w x m3 y k 3 if k G j s 1q qXm.1.G : A s2 j , k  1 if k s j s 2
w x m¡ 6 if i s 2q
m. ~ m 6 mw x w x3 2q qc si if i s 1.¢ 2 mw x2 q
Xm. Xm.m.Note that c s A ; i - n and A s 1.iq1 i, i n, n
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 Xm.4  .From now on A will indicate this solution of the system ) .i, j
ÄDEFINITION 8. For all a g R defineq
F if a g Rrea q
F K m Xm.a m.  o j d A F s  A F if a s md , i . .  .jG i j i j md , j. jG i i j md , j.q
Ä  .THEOREM 9. If $ is a good ordering of R such that ;m ) 0 md , iq
Ä Ä .  4  4$ md , j « i - j g I , the sets E ¬ a g R and F ¬ a g R satisfy0 a q a q
the conditions of Proposition 2.1.14; in particular, det H is the producth
   .  .. .of det H E g , F g times the in¨erse ofÄ g , g g Parh .Ä
P  r agsg , . . . , g .g Parh . is1 g1 r i
where
1 if a g Rreq
a K m Xm.a  o j d A if a s md , j . .  .j j , jq
Xm. 4  <Proof. Proposition 2.3.3 and the properties of A imply that F aj, k a
Ä 4g R and $ satisfy the conditions of Remark 2.3.1.q
Then it is enough to apply Lemma 2.4.1.
5. The Highest Coefficient b of det Hh h
ÄPROPOSITION 1. For all a g R ,q
¡ y1K y Ka a reif a g Rqy1q y qa a~E , F s ma a y1w xo i m K y K . q pa . pa .m. imc if a s md , i g R = I .i q 0y1¢ m q y qa a
where q K q .md , i. i
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Proof. If a g Rre see Proposition 2.2.1.q
 .If a s md , i then
m Xm.E , F s E , o j d A F .a a md , i. j i , j md , j.q
jGi
m a ¬ a . K y Ki j md ymdm qXm.s o i d A . j i , j y1q w xm d q y qqi j jjGi
m w xo i m K y K . q md ymdXm.s A a ¬ a . m i , j i j y1q /m q y qi ijGi
m w xo i m K y K . q md ymdm.s c .i y1m q y qa a
Ä .  .DEFINITION 2. For all g s g , . . . , g g Par h ;a g R , I denote1 r q
with ma the multiplicity of a in g , that is,g
a  4m K a i g 1, . . . , r ¬ g s a . 4g i
 .  .PROPOSITION 3. For all h g Q ;g s g , . . . , g g Par h the highestq 1 r
y1w  .  .x. w xcoefficient of p E g , F g is, up to units of C q, q ,
magca a? m !  g qy1 a / req y q agRÄ a aagR qq
where
1 if a g Rre¡ q
m~c K w xo i m . qa m.c if a s md , i . .¢ im
 .Proof. Induction on ht h .
 .  . U  .If ht h s 0 the thesis is obvious; let ht h ) 0; then, if g s g , . . . , g ,2 r
U Up E g , F g s p E g F F g s p E g , F F g .  .  .  .  .  . /  / /g g1 1
r
Us p E ? . . . ? E E , F E ? . . . ? E F g .  /g g g g g g1 iy1 i 1 iq1 r
is1
r





r y1K y Kpg . pg .1 1s c p E ? . . . ? E g g g y11 1 iy1 q y qg gis1 1 1
g sgi 1
= UE ? . . . ? E F g q lower terms .g giq1 r /
r y iy1. pg . ¬ pg ..1 1c qg1 U Us K p E g F g .  .  /pg .y1 1q y qg gis1 1 1
g sgi 1
q lower terms
rcg1 y iy1. pg . ¬ pg ..1 1s q K pg .y1 1q y qg g is11 1
g sgi 1
= U Up E g , F g q lower terms. .  . /
Now, if g g Rre ,1 q
r
g1y iy1.g ¬g . yg ¬g . y m y1.g ¬g .1 1 1 1 g 1 1q s 1 q q q ? . . . ? q q
is1
g sgi 1
g1y m y1.d gg g 11s q m ,g qg 1
im   .  ..while, if g g R = I , p g ¬ p g s 0 ; i; hence1 q 0 1 1
cg1 U Up E g , F g s u K p E g , F g .  .  .  . /  /g pg .y11 1q y qg g1 1
q lower terms
w y1 x w g1 x rewhere u is, up to a unit in C q, q , m if g g R and 1 ifg g q 1 q1 g 1
re U   ..  .g f R . Since g g Par h y p g and h y p g - h, the inductive1 q 1 1
hypothesis applies, and the thesis then follows, remarking that m b sg
b
Um q d .g b , g 1
THEOREM 4. The coefficient b of det H is, up to in¨ertible elements ofh h
w y1 xC q, q ,
 .par hym rd
  ..par hym p a m.w xm cq 1ab s . h y1 / mw xdq y q r , m)0  0qÄ ia aagRq igI0m)0
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Proof. The arguments developed till now show that if a and c area a
defined as in Theorem 2.4.5 and Proposition 2.5.3,
magca ab s m !  h g qy1 a / re /a q y q . . agRÄggPar h a a aagR qq
 mag g Parh . gc a  . 4a a ggPar h ¬m smgw xs m ! .q  ay1 / re / /a q y q . agRÄ a a aagR qq
m)0
  . a 4ma ggPar h ¬m smgc a  . 4a a ggPar h ¬m Gmgw xs m . .q  ay1 / rea q y q . agRÄ a a aagR qq
m)0m)0
Ä a  . 4I shall now concentrate on calculating, ;a g R , a g g Par h ¬ m s m .q g
Ä   ..For all h g Q , ;a g R , define a map q from Par h y p a intoq q a
 .Par h as follows:
q g , . . . , g K g , . . . , g , a , g , . . . , g .  .a 1 r 1 iy1 i r
where g U a U g .iy1 i
ÄNote that q is well defined and injective and that, ;a , b g R , ;g ga q
 . a a a  .Par h , m s d q m ; moreover, if m G 1 then g g Im q .q g . b , a g g ab
Ä a .More precisely, if g g Par h , a g R , and m g N then m s m m gq g
m mq1 Ä .  .g Im q and g f Im q , so that ;a g R , ;m g Na a q
a g g Par h ¬ ma s m s par h y mp a y par h y m q 1 p a .  .  .  . .  . 4g
Ä a  . 4   ..and ;a g R , ;m g N, a g g Par h ¬ m G m s par h y mp a .q g
Hence
   ..   .  ...m par hym p a ypar hy mq1 p aca
b s h y1 /a q y q .Ä a a aagRq
m)0
=
 .par hym aw xm q a
reagRq
m)0
  ..par hym p aca  .par hym aw xs m q  ay1 / rea q y q . agRÄ a a aagR qq
m)0m)0
 .par hym a  .par hym rdw xm cq  rd , i.as  y1 y1 / /re q y q a q y q .r , m)0agR a a  rd , i. i iq
igI0m)0
because a s c s 1 if a g Rre .a a q
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Moreover, ; r ) 0,
 r .w xc r cq rd , i. is u  X r .a w xd AigI igI rd , i. q0 0 i i , i
 r .  r .ny1w x w xr c c rq q1 iq1  r .s u s uc  1X r . X r . /  /w x w xd dA AigI is1 igIq qi i0 0n , n i , i
w xr qi r .s uc 1
rw xdigI qi0
where u g QU ; hence
 . . par hym rdpar hym aw x w xm rq qa i r .b s c  h 1y1 y1 /  /re rw xq yq d q yq .r , m)0 igIagR qa a i i i0q
m)0
 .par hym rd
  ..par hym p a m.w xm cq 1as . y1 / mw xdq y q r , m)0  0qÄ ia aagRq igI0m)0
 .3. THE CENTER Z U«
 4From now on l will be an odd number bigger than max d ¬ i g I si 0
 4max a ¬ i, j g I , that is, l ) 3 if g s G and l ) 1 otherwise, and « willi, j 2
be a primitive lth root of 1.
1. The Multiplicity of « in det Hh
ÄIn the following sections ;a g R denote by l the integerq a
l
l Ka g.c.d. d , l .a
and ; i g I l K l .0 i d i
y1 Ä .  .  .LEMMA 1. 1 q y « ¦ q y q ;a g R ;a a q
 .  . w x2 q y « ¬ m m l ¬ 2md m l ¬ m;q a aa
2 Ä .  . w x3 q y « ¦ m ;a g R ;q qa
lk
 .  . w x m4 q y « ¬ d m l ¬ 2md , l ¦ 2m m d s 3, 3 ¬ l and m si q i i 3
with 3 ¦ k.
Proof. This immediately follows from the choice of l.
COROLLARY 2. Let N be the multiplicity of « in det H , that ish h
m
N s max m G 0 q y « det H . .  . 5h h
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Then
N s par h y ml p a y par h y ml rd q C . . .  . h a i h
r , m)0:ÄagRq 3¦mm)0 i : d s3i
X Xl gZ : ls3 l
where C is the multiplicity of « inh
 .par hym rdm.c . . 1
r , m)0




par h y d if g s A n /g.c.d. l , n q 1 .r , m)0:
 .g.c.d. l , nq1 ¦m~C s mlrh
par h y d if gsE or G and 3¬l 6 2 /3r , m)0:
3¦m¢
0 otherwise.
 . w x kProof. I note that q y « ¦ 2 ;k ) 0; hence we have that C s 0 ifq h
g / A , E , E , G .n 6 8 2
m. .Moreover, q y « never divides c if g s E , so that also in this case1 8
C s 0.h
Now if g s An
l
m. m< <w xq y « c m q y « n q 1 m ¬ m , l ¦ m. .  . q1 g.c.d. l , n q 1 .
Hence, if
mlr
g s A , C s par h y d .n h  /g.c.d. l , n q 1 . .r , m)0: g.c .d. l , nq1 ¦m
Finally, if g s E or G ,6 2
l
m. m< <w xq y « c m q y « 3 m ¬ m , l ¦ m; .  . q1 g.c.d. 3, l .
thus, if g s E or G ,6 2
mlr¡
par h y d if 3 ¬ l  /~ 3C s r , m)0:h
3¦m¢
0 if 3 ¦ l.
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THEOREM 4.
ÄN s par h y ml p a q C . .h a h
ÄagRq
m)0
Äwhere C is gi¨ en byh
mlr¡
par h y d if g s A n /g.c.d. l , n q 1 .r , m)0:
 .g.c.d. l , nq1 ¦m~ÄC s mlrh
par h y d if g s E and 3 ¬ l 6 /3r , m)0:
3¦m¢
0 otherwise.
Proof. Since ' i g I such that d s 3 if and only if g s G , and0 i 2
' l9 g Z such that l s 3l9 m 3 N l, the thesis follows by remarking that in
this case
mlr mlr
par h y d s par h y d .  /  /3 3r , m)0: r , m)0:
3¦m 3¦m
igI : d s30 i
( ) q2. Relations between H and Z U l Uh « « , h
In the preceding section I found the highest power of q y « dividing
det H .h
 .In this section I want to study the relations between det H and Z U .h «
  .More exactly, on the one hand I give an upper bound for dim Z U l«
q .U and on the other hand I prove that this bound is exactly the« , h
 . qdimension of Z U l U by exhibiting in an explicit way a number of« « , h
central elements.
I start this section by proving a general lemma which I will need in the
following.
LEMMA 1. Let V be a C-algebra with no zero di¨ isors and suppose that
there exist subsets SX, SY of V , a linear ordering $ of SX, subsets J X, T X : SX
and JY, TY : SY, and a map f X: J X ª Z , such that:q
 .  X X Y X X X Y Y4i s ? . . . ? s s ¬ s U ? . . . ? U s g S , s g S is a basis of V and1 r 1 r
sX ? . . . ? sX sY s s X ? . . . ? s X sY m r s r, sX s s X ; i s 1, . . . , r, sY s sY ;Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä1 r 1 r i iÄ
 .  X. f X sX .  . X X Y  .ii s g Z V ;s g J and 1 g J : Z V ;
 . Y  X X Y X X X Y Y4iii 1 g T and s ? . . . ? s s ¬ s U ? . . . ? U s g T , s g T spans a1 r 1 r
Ä Ä .subalgebra V of V actually, it is a basis of V ; and
 .  X . f 9 sX . X X4iv if I is the ideal of V generated by s ¬ s g J then
Z VrI l Vr I l V ( [ sY C.Y Y Y .  . s g J l T
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Ä Ä Ä .Then Z V l V is the subalgebra Z of V generated by
 X .f 9 sX Y X X X Y Y Ys , s ¬ s g J l T , s g J l T . . 4
Ä Ä .Proof. Remark that obviously Z : Z V l V ; moreover, if z, zx g
 .  .  . w x w xZ V z / 0 then also x g Z V , because ; y g V 0 s zx, y s z x, y ,
w xfrom which x, y s 0.
Let now $X denote the linear ordering on the set of ordered monomi-
als in the elements of SX, which can be seen as [ N, defined byX Xs g S
r X X X $X r X X X m 'sX g SX s.t. r X s r X ;sX $ sX and r X - r X . .  .Ä Ä Äs s 0 s s 0 s ss gS s gS 0 0
Note that
 . X  X. f 9 sX .1 if M and M are ordered monomials in the elements of s ¬
X X4 X Xs g J and of S respectively then MM is an ordered monomial in the
elements of SX;
 . X X  X. f 9 sX . X2 if M $ M are ordered monomials in the elements of s ¬ s
X4 Y  X. rsX Xg J and M s P s is an ordered monomial in the elements of S
 X. X X Y Y X Y YXsuch that r - f 9 s ;s g J , then ;s g S , M ¦ MM s .s
Ä Ä .At this point let z g Z V l V R Z,
z s a X Y MM XsY M , M , s
X YM , M , s
 X. f 9 sX . X X X4 Xwhere M is a monomial in the elements of s ¬ s g J l T , M s
 X. rsX /1 X s is an ordered monomial in the elements of T such that
 X. X X Y YXr - f 9 s ;s g J , s g T .s
X  4 X YLet M be $ -minimal in the set M ¬ 'M9, s0: a / 0 which we0 M , M , s
.  .suppose nonempty ; then, thanks to iv ,
X Y ÄX Yx K a M s g V M , M , s0
X YM , s
w xis not central in VrI, so that there exists y g V such that x, y f I, that
X X rÄ X XsÄ  .  .Xis, there are an ordered monomial M s P s such that r - f 9 sÄs
X X Y Y ÄX Y;s g J and an element s g S such that the coefficient c of M s inÄ Ä
w xx, y is not zero.
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But
w x X Y w X Y x0 s z , y s a M M s , y M , M , s
X YM , M , s
ÄX Y ÄX Y X YX Yw x w xs cM M s q M x , y y cM s q a M M s , y ,Ä Ä . 0 0 M , M , s
X X YM% M , M , s0
 .which is impossible, thanks to 2 .
Ä .Then Z U : Z.
Äy <  .4LEMMA 2. Let h g Q . Suppose that z g g Par h : U is aq g q, yh
Äy ylinearly independent set of U which is mapped into a basis of U andq, yh « , h
 .  .m  .suppose that ;g g Par h 'm g N such that q y « ¬ H z , x ; x gg h g
Ä g g Parh .mg .  .U ; then q y « ¬ det H .q h
 .  .Proof. The thesis follows from the fact that det H is a par h = par hh
mg .matrix whose g th row is a multiple of q y « .
Äq Äq .LEMMA 3. Suppose z g U i s 1, . . . , m with g ) 0 and w g Ui q, g i i q, gÄi i
 .  .i s 0, . . . , m with g G 0, and suppose that z g Z U ; i s 1, . . . , m; thenÄi i «
Ä Ä; x g U ' y g U such thatq q
m qÄ Äw z w ? . . . ? z w x y q y « y g U U . . [0 1 1 m m q q , a
a)0
m m Äy m . In particular if h K  g q  g , ; x g U q y « ¬ p w z wÄis1 i is0 i q, yh 0 1 1
.? . . . ? z w x .m m
Proof. Induction on m, the case m s 0 being obvious.
w x  .Let m s 1; then w z w x s w z , w x q w w xz s q y « y q0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1
w w xz , which implies the thesis.0 1 1
Ä If m ) 1 ' y, y g U such that if u K w z w ? . . . ? z w x y q yÄ q 1 2 2 m m
my 1 Ä Äq.  .« y then both u and w z y y q y « y belong to [ U U .Ä Ä0 1 q q, aa ) 0
 .m  .my 1Then w z w ? . . . ? z w x y q y« y s w z u q q y« w z y yÄ0 1 1 m m 0 1 0 1
qÄ Ä . .q y « y g [ U U .q q, aa ) 0
Ä Äq 4COROLLARY 4. Suppose gi¨ en x ¬ a g R with x g U such thata q a q, a
 .   .  .4   .  .41 x g ¬ g g D par h and x yg ¬ g g D par h arehg Q h g Qq q
Äqbases of U ;q
Ä f a . .  .  .2 ' f : J ª Z J : R such that x g Z U ;a g J.q q a «
Then ;h g Q the multiplicity of « in det H is at leastq h
par h y mf a p a . .  . .
agJ
m)0
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Äy .Proof. Thanks to Lemma 3.2.3, ;g g Par h ; y g U we have thatq, yh
amg
a g Jq y « ¬ p x g y . .f a .  . .
Then Lemma 3.2.2 implies that
amg
 g g Parh . a e Jq y « ¬ det H ; .f a . h
but
amg  f a . . agJggPar h
s ma g g Par h ¬ mf a F ma - m q 1 f a .  .  .  . 4  g
agJ m)0
s m par h y mf a p a .  . . 
agJ m)0
ypar h y m q 1 f a p a .  .  . . .
s par h y mf a p a , .  . .
agJ
m)0
which gives the thesis.
PROPOSITION 5. In the conditions of Corollary 3.2.4, let I be the ideal ofZ
 f a . 4U generated by x ¬ a g J ; then if ;h the multiplicity of « in det H is« a h
  .  ..exactly  par h y mf a p a , one has thata g J , m) 0
Z U rI l Uyr I l Uy s C s Z U rI l Uqr I l Uq . .  . .  .« Z « Z « « Z « Z «
 . qIn particular, Z U l U is the C-linear span of« «
x g ¬ ;a g J f a ¬ ma and ;a f J ma s 0 . .  . 4g g
 . q  f a . 4This means that Z U l U is the algebra of polynomials in x ¬ a g J .« « a
y y q q  y. yProof. Indeed, if I K I l U and I K I l U s V I , I : kerHz z e z z e z z e
and the condition on the multiplicity of e in det H implies that in facth
Iys ker H ; hencez e
Z U rI l UyrIy: ker H Iy[ C s C : Z U rI l UyrIy. .  .« Z « Z « Z « Z « Z
On the other hand, V is an antiautomorphism of U rI mapping UqrIq« Z « Z
isomorphically onto UyrIy, and the claim follows.« Z
Then the thesis follows applying Lemma 3.2.1, setting:
Ä qV K U , V K U , I K I ,« « Z
X Ä X X X XT K x ¬ a g R , S K T j V T , J K x , V x ¬ a g J , 4 .  . 4a q a a
Y Y  4 Y  4J s T K 1 , S K K ¬ l g Q ,l
X Xf x K f a , f V x K f a ;a g J . .  .  .  . .a a
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( ) q3. Explicit Description of Z U l U« «
The next step is to exhibit explicitly some central elements in U .«
 .Remark 1. K is central in U , and henceforth K g Z U .d q d «
Remark 2. Recall that in Uq
li ll yr  l yr . l yr r l yrii i i iD E s q K E m E . i i i ir qirs0
 . Xand that if D x s  x m x the mapi i i
y ¬ ad x y K x yS xX .  . i i
i
is well defined and ad is a representation of U .q
l i . l i l i w l i xIn particular, on U one has that ad E y s E y y yE s E , y .« i i i i
Finally, note that in Uq
1yai , j
r 1 y a1ya1ya r 1ya yri , j i , ji , j i , jad E E s y1 y1 E E E s 0. .  . . i j i j ir qirs0
l i  .PROPOSITION 3. For all i g I, E g Z U .i «
Proof.
Eli K s qyl ia i ¬ l.K Eli s K Eli in U ;l g Q;i l l i l i «
Eli F s F Eli ; j / i j g I ; .i j j i
q1y l i K y qliy1 Ky1i i i il l l y1i i iw xE F s F E q l Eqi i i i i iy1i q y qi i
s F Eli in U ;i i «
of course, Eli E s E Eli, while if i / jl G 1 y a , so that Remark 3.3.2i i i i i i, j
l iw ximplies that E , E s 0.i j
re la  .COROLLARY 4. For all a g R , E g Z U .q a «
In this way I have found a central vector of U for every positive real«
root a .
In order to exhibit analogous vectors for the imaginary roots, I need the
following lemma:
ÄLEMMA 5. Let x g U be such that ; i g I ,q 0
 .  .1 T x s xÏv i
 . w x w x w x2 x, E s x, F s x, K s 0 in U ;i i i «
 .then x g Z U .«
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Proof. Note first that the hypotheses imply that
y1 y1 y1w x w xx , K s x , K K s x , K K q K x , K s 00 d u d u d u
 4since K is a monomial in K ¬ i g I and K is central.u i 0 d
Ä  .Moreover, if x g U satisfies the hypotheses, V x does also, and
w xV x , E s 0 in U « x , F s 0 in U . . 0 « 0 «
Hence it is enough to prove that if x satisfies the conditions of the lemma
w xthen x, E s 0 in U .0 «
I distinguish two cases:
Ï .  : a ' i g I such that v , u s 1, that is, u y 2a f Q this hap-0 i i q
.pens when g / E , F , G .8 4 2
Ï y1 Ï y1 Ï y1 .  .  .  .  .  .Note that v s a s y v a s v u y d s u qi 0 0 i 0 i
Ï Ï Ï :  .  .v , u d y d s u ; moreover, l s v - l v , hence we have thati 0 i i
Ty1 F g U y1y s Uy .Ï Ïs v 0 q , yv q , yu. s a .0 i i 0 0
Ä  4which is contained in the subalgebra of U generated by F ¬ j g I .q j 0
w y1  .x w  .x w y1  .xThis implies that x, T F s 0, hence x, T F s T x, T T FÏ Ï Ïs v 0 0 0 v i 0 00 i iw y1  .xs T x, T F s 0.Ï Ïv s v 0i 0 i
 . y1 w x w  .xBut T F s yK E , so that we get x, E s y x, K T F s0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
w  .xyK x, T F s 0.0 0 0
Ï .  :b g s E , F , G ; in this case ~ i g I such that v , u s 1, but8 4 2 0 i
Ï Ï :  :v , u s 2, v , u s 3, a s y1, a s a s y1, and a s 0n ny1 n, ny1 n, 0 0, n n, r
if 1 F r - n y 1.
Ä  .Set u K s u s u y a s a q 3a q  n a , so thatn n n ny1 1F r - ny1 r r
Ï ÏÄ Ä Ä Ä :  .v , u s 1 and v u s u y d s u y a y d s ya y a , that is, u sn n n n 0
Ï y1 Ï y1 Ï y1 .  .  .  .  . .v ya y a s v s ya . It follows that l v s s -n 0 n n 0 n n 0 n
Ï y1 Ï y1 y1 y y1 . .  . .  .l v s - l v ; in particular T F g U sÏ Ï . s s a .n 0 n s s v n q, yv 0 n nn 0 n n
y ÄU which is contained in the subalgebra of U generated byÄq, yu q
 4F ¬ j g I .j 0
w y1  .xAgain this implies x, T F s 0 so thatÏs s v nn 0 n
y1x , T T F s T x , T F s 0. .  .Ï Ï0 n n v s s v nn n 0 n
 .  y1 .  .But T T F s yT K E s yK T E and0 n n 0 n n ya qa . 0 n0 n
x , T E s yK x , T T F s 0. .  .0 n a qa 0 n n0 n
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In particular,
w x w x0 s x , T E , F s y x , K E s yK x , E , .0 n n n 0 n 0
w xfrom which x, E s 0.0
 .PROPOSITION 6. For all m ) 0, ; i g I , E g Z U .0  l md , i. «i
Proof. Thanks to Lemma 3.3.5 it suffices to prove that
E , E s E , F s E , K s 0 in U ; j g I . l md , i. j  l md , i. j  l md , i. j « 0i i i
The commutation with K is obvious.j
w xMoreover, Proposition 2.3.2 implies the thesis because ; j g I l ma0 i i, j qi
s 0 in U .«
  ..DEFINITION 7. Suppose g s A ; then, if lrg.c.d. l, n q 1 ¬ m but l ¦n
m, I define
E K V F . /md md , 1.
  ..PROPOSITION 8. If g s A and lrg.c.d. l, n q 1 ¬ m but l ¦ m, E gn md
 .  4Z U R 0 .«
Xm.Proof. E / 0 because A s 1 / 0.md 1, n
w xOf course E , K s 0 ; i g I. Moreover, ; i g I ,md i 0
m Xm.E , E s o j d A E , E .md i j 1, j md , j. iq
jgI0
m w xo i m . q Xm. yms A a ¬ a T E . . m Ï 1, j i j v iq im jgI0
0 if i ) 1¡
m~ w xo i m .s q m. ymc T E if i s 1. .Ï¢ 1 v iim
m. w xThen, thanks to the choice of m, c s 0 in U , so that E , E s 01 « md i
w x; i g I . Analogously one proves that E , F s 0 ; i g I , so that E g0 md i 0 md
 .Z U .«
 .DEFINITION 9. Suppose g s E and 3 ¬ l; then if lr3 ¬ m but l ¦ m, I6
 .define E K V F .md md , 2.
 .PROPOSITION 10. If g s E , 3 ¬ l and lr3 ¬ m but l ¦ m, then E g6 md
 .  4Z U R 0 .«
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Xm.Proof. E / 0 because c s 1 / 0.md 2, n
w xOf course, E , K s 0 ; i g I. Moreover, ; i g I ,md i 0
m w xo i m . q Xm. ymE , E s A a ¬ a T E . . m Ïmd i 2, j i j v iq im jG2
0 if i ) 2¡
m w xo i m . q m. ymc T E if i s 2 .Ï2 v ii~ ms
m w xo i m . q Xm. ymy A T E if i s 1. .Ï¢ 2, 4 v iim
Xm.m. w x w xm mBut c s 6 and A s 3 which are zero in U , thanks to the2 q 2, 4 q «
w x w xchoice of m; so E , E s 0 ; i g I . Analogously, E , F s 0 in Umd i 0 md i «
 .; i g I ; thus E g Z U .0 md «
THEOREM 11.
Z U l Uq .« «
l re  r .as C E , E , E ¬ a g R , m ) 0, i g I , r s.t. c s 0 in U .a  l md , i. rd q 0 1 «i
Proof. It follows by applying Corollary 3.2.4 and Proposition 3.2.5 and
setting
m.ÄJ K md , n g R ¬ c s 0 in U . 50 q 1 «
E if a g Jpa . 0Ä;a g R x Kq a  E otherwise;a
Ä reR K R j l md , i ¬ i g I , m ) 0 ; 4 .q, l q i 0
ÄJ K R j J ,q, l 0
and
rel if a g Ra q;a g J f a s .  1 otherwise.
( )4. Explicit Description of Z U«
q  q.  .LEMMA 1. U l Z U : Z U .« , im « «
Proof. First note that ; i g I T acts as the identity on Uq .Ï0 v « , imiq  q. w x w xOf course, if z g U l Z U z, K s 0, z, E s 0 in U ; i g I« , im « l i «
w x qand more generally z, E s 0 in U ;E g U .« «
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y1 .Remark also that ; i g I , F s yK T E . Then ; i g I ,Ï0 i i v dya 0i i
y1 y1w xz , F s z , yK T E s yK T z , E s 0. .Ï Ï  .i i v dya i v dyai i i i
The claim follows by applying Lemma 3.3.5.
PROPOSITION 2.
Z U rI s C K . . [« Z l
lgQ :
 .l¬ l¬a ; igIi
 .Proof. Of course, [ C K : Z U rI .l « ZlgQ :
 .l¬ l¬a ; igIi
 .Note now that I s [ I l U ; then U rI inherits from U aZ Z « , a « Z «a g Q
Q-gradation, that is,
U rI s U rI s U r I l U . .  .[ [« Z « Z « , a Z « , aa
agQ agQ
 .Then also its center is Q-graded because if z g U a g Q anda « , a
x g U ,b « , b
w x0 s z , x s z , x « a b a b
agQ agQ
w x« z , x s 0 ;a g Q.a b
Let
z s a F g K E g g Z U rI .  . .Ä . l, g , g l « Z aÄ
l, g , gÄ
b b  .where I can suppose m , m - f b ;b g J because of the definition ofg gÄ
 .I see Proposition 3.2.5 .Z
ÄThen ;b g Rq
0 s z , E s a F g K E g , E . Ä .b l , g , g l bÄ
l, g , gÄ
s a F g K E g , E q a F g , E K E g . .  .Ä Ä .  . l, g , g l b l , g , g b lÄ Ä
l, g , g l , g , gÄ Ä
 .  .Remark that if a / 0 and g g Par h , g g Par h , then h s h q a ;Ä Ä Äl, g , gÄ
then h is maximal in
b g Q ¬ 'a / 0 with g g Par b . 4l, g , gÄ
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if and only if h is maximal inÄ
b g Q ¬ 'a / 0 with g g Par b . .Ä 4l, g , gÄ
 .Remark also that if g g Par h
y 0 qF g , E K E g g [ U U U . . Ä .b l « , yj « «j -h
  .4In particular, if h is maximal in h g Q ¬ 'a / 0 with g g Par h ,0 l, g , gÄ
Äa F g K E g , E s 0 ;b g R . . Ä . l, g , g l b qÄ
l, g , g :Ä
 .ggPar h0
G 0 Äw  . x  .Since K E g , E g U , this implies that ;g g Par h , ;b g R ,Äl b « 0 q
a K E g , E s 0.Ä . l, g , g l bÄ
l, gÄ
y l ¬ b . Äw  . x   .  ..But K E g , E s K E g E y « E E g ; then ;b g R , ;g gÄ Ä Äl b l b b q
 .Par h and ;l g Q,0
a E g E y «y l ¬ b .E E g s 0.Ä Ä .  .  /l, g , g b bÄ
gÄ
 w xNow the Levendorskii]Soibelman formula see Beck 2 and Proposition
.1.3.5 says that
E g E s aE q g q a X E g X .Ä Ä .  .  /b b g
X  .g %q gÄb
and
r gÄ ; b . X
XE E g s « aE q g q b E g .  .Ä Ä .  . b b g
X  .g %q gÄb
where a / 0 and
r g ; b s p g ¬ p b y p g ¬ p b . .  . .  .Ä Ä Ä .  . .  i i
g %b g $bÄ Äi i
 .  X  . 4XThen if g g Par h q a is minimal in g g Par h q a ¬ 'a / 0 ,Ä Ä0 0 l, g , gÄ
 .   X.  . 4Xq g also is minimal in q g g Par h q a q b ¬ 'a / 0 , so thatÄ Äb b 0 l, g , gÄ
r gÄ; b . l ¬ b .Ä   .  .. one has that ;b g R « s « , that is l ¬ r g ; b y l ¬ b whereÄq
.l g Q is such that a / 0 .l, g , gÄ
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 .Set g y g , . . . , g . If not all of the g are imaginary, there existÄ Ä Ä Ä1 r i
a g Rim and i s 1, . . . , r such that g g Rre and eitherÄ Äq i q
 .i g $ a and g % g « g # a orÄ Ä Ä Ä Ä Äi j i j
 .ii g % a and g $ g « g U a .Ä Ä Ä Ä Äi j i j
Then
0 s l ¬ g y l ¬ g q d ' r g ; g y r g ; g q d .  .Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä .  .i i  l . i i
s p g ¬ g y p g ¬ gÄ Ä Ä Ä .  . .  . j i j i
g %g g $gÄ Ä Ä Äj i j i
y p g ¬ g q d q p g ¬ g q dÄ Ä Ä Ä .  . .  . j i j i
g %g qd g $g qdÄ Ä Ä Äj i j i
gÄ is " p g ¬ g s "m g ¬ g ,Ä Ä Ä Ä . . . j i g i iÄ
g sgÄ Äj i
gÄ gÄi i .  .from which l ¬ m g ¬ g , that is f g s l ¬ m , which is impossible be-Ä Ä Äg i i i g gÄ Ä Äi
gÄ imi  .cause 1 F m - f g . Hence g g R = I ; i s 1, . . . , r from this itÄ Äg i i q 0Ä
 . X X imfollows that if Par h q a 2 g % g then g g R = I ; i and in partic-Ä Ä Ä0 i q 0
 .  . qular ;g g Par h , ;l g Q  a E g 9 g U ; on the other hand,Ä0 g 9 l, g , g 9 « , imÄ Ä
 .  X  . .  .r g 9; b s 0 ;b g Q because g g ker ?¬ ? ; i so that l ¬ l ¬ b ;b g QÄ Äi
and
y l ¬ b 9.a E g 9 E y « E E g 9 s a E g 9 , E s 0.Ä Ä Ä .  .  .  /l, g , g 9 b b l , g 9 , g 9 bÄ Ä
g 9 g 9Ä Ä
 .These facts, together with Lemma 3.4.1, imply that  a E g 9 gÄg 9 l, g , g 9Ä Ä
 . qZ U l U , hence the choice of z f I implies that if, a / 0,« « Z l, g , g 9Ä
b   X. .  .m s 0 ;b because f g s 1 ; i , and, since g 9 g Par h q a , h q aÄ Äg 9 i 0 0Ä
s 0.
 .  .Then a / 0 implies g 9 g Par 0 and l ¬ l ¬ a ; i g I, so thatÄl, g , g 9 iÄ
z s a F g K g U . l, g , B l « , a
 .lgQ : l¬ l¬a i
 .ggPar ya
with a F 0.
 .But V z g U is also central, hence both a and ya are in yQ ,« , ya q
that is, a s 0 and z s  a K , which is the claim.l, B, B llgQ :
 .l¬ l¬a i
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Z U s Zym Z 0 m Zq, .« C C
where
ZyK Z U l Uy, ZqK V Zy s Z U l Uq, .  .  .« « « «
Z 0 K Z U l U 0 s K C, . [« « l
l : ; igI
 .l¬ l¬a i
 .that is, Z U is the algebra of polynomials«
l la aC E , E , E , F , F , F , K K K y K , K y 1 .a  l md , i. rd a  l md , i. rd l l m lqm 0i i
re  r .  .where a g R , m ) 0, i g I , r s.t. c s 0 in U and l g Q s.t. l ¬ l ¬ aq 0 1 « i
; i g I .0
Proof. It is enough to apply Lemma 3.2.1 and Proposition 3.4.2, setting:
ÄV s V K U , I K I ,« Z
X X Ä XT s S K x , V x ¬ a g R , J K x , V x ¬ a g J , 4 .  . 4a a q a a
Y Y Y < < 4T s S K K ¬ l g Q , J K K l l ¬ a ; i g I , 4 .l l i
X Xf x K f a , f V x K f a ;a g J . .  .  .  . .a a
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